*I/V Moss, Marilyn 2003,2005,2006 Transcript C22
On 11/22/2009 I interviewed Marilyn Moss. She participated in 3 Spiritual Warrior
events 2003, 2005 and 2006. She acted as a dream team member in 2006. I later placed a
digital audio recording into evidence with this incident. Refer to that for a complete
record of our conversation. The below transcript was created by another person and the
audio recording should be referred to for an accurate record.
Detective John Johnson #6863/C22

Marilyn Moss: Make it work.
Det. Johnson: All right let me get all your current contact information then.
Marilyn Moss: Okay.
Det. Johnson: All right and your first name was.
Marilyn Moss: Marilyn.
Det. Johnson: Okay and what's your middle name?
Marilyn Moss: Richardson, I want to go by with it which is my maiden name and last
name is Moss.
Det. Johnson: Okay. And what's your date of birth?
Marilyn Moss:
Det. Johnson: And what's your address?
Marilyn Moss: I live at

Det. Johnson: And that's
Marilyn Moss: Yes
Det. Johnson: Okay. And what are the best phone numbers for you?
Marilyn Moss: Usually the best is my cell phone which should be up and running
tomorrow, I have to rethink it that I just got the new number and I think it was
and then my home phone is
and my work phone is and I work in a
warehouse sometimes in the middle of the day it's hard to get through, anyway
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and you can catch me on that cell phone almost anytime once it's up and going, it's
usually the best, well it's usually oddly.
Det. Johnson: Okay. And then I had your e-mail as being balanced in
Marilyn Moss: Right that's correct.
Det. Johnson: Is that the best e-mail for you?
Marilyn Moss: Yes it is.
Det. Johnson: Okay, all right well let's go and get going then. So how did you first learn
of James Ray?
Marilyn Moss: I attended an event in Long Beach, California with urban life and the
night before the event started we all got together for a meal and the people in our, what's
called (Inaudible 2:45) and had James come in to speak to. And that would have been in
2001, that's when the towers went down, it would have been like in August, a month
before the World Trade Center went down.
Det. Johnson: Okay, alright and then what was the first James Ray event you attended?
Marilyn Moss: Then a month after that, well probably about a month after, probably
October of the same year I went back to Long Beach for an event that was a weekend
event with James Ray and then it was called The Power to Win.
Det. Johnson: I think that was a two-day event?
Marilyn Moss: Yes, I believe so, yeah.
Det. Johnson: Okay. And then how many events have you been to with him?
Marilyn Moss: I have gone through all of his events and I am sorry but I have not
counted them (Inaudible 3:51). But I gone to all of them at least once, some I have
repeated and I have worked with a lot of them with Dream Team members.Det. Johnson: Okay. How many Spiritual Warriors have you been to?
Marilyn Moss: I have been to two and I've worked one so it's a total of 3.
Det. Johnson: Okay. Which two Spiritual Warriors have you attended?
Marilyn Moss: Okay, 2005 which is the year that Daniel had his worth (Inaudible) the
second I attended with my husband. The first one I believe was in 2003. We stayed at a
different place and went into Angel Valley for the Vision Quest of sweat lodge. I believe
that was 2003.
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Det. Johnson: Okay. And which year were you a Dream Team member?
Marilyn Moss: 2006, the year after Daniel, (Inaudible) and do you know who I name
Daniel?
Det. Johnson: Yes.
Marilyn Moss: Okay, (Inaudible) in case my number like years are off (Inaudible) I was
actually sitting beside him the year he was at the sweat lodge and then the next year, I
worked here.
Det. Johnson: You know the year he had that incident, you told me about in 2005 you
were there as participant with your husband?
Marilyn Moss: That's correct.
Det. Johnson: Okay. Alright, well let's just go through those chronologically. The 2003
Spiritual Warrior you attended?
Marilyn Moss: Yes.
Det. Johnson: How long was that, was it a week long?
Marilyn Moss: Yes it was.
Det. Johnson: So it was the five-day event.
Marilyn Moss: Yeah.
Det. Johnson: Okay. And do you remember where you were staying?
Marilyn Moss: I am sure (Inaudible 6:03) beautiful place I was born in
Det. Johnson:
Marilyn Moss: In

yes.

Det. Johnson: Okay so you stayed in
Valley?

And then how did you guys get to Angel

Marilyn Moss: We vanned ourselves because we went together in a van to the airport
and drove down to (Inaudible) those were vans that were available and we went out in
those vans, like mine was the 15 pass van that I drove in.
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Det. Johnson: I am not sure (Inaudible) did you do the Vision Quest and the sweat lodge,
were they together at the same?
Marilyn Moss: Actually the sweat lodge was first and then we came out of the sweat
lodge and I remember it was very cold and you know (Inaudible) our clothes on and then
we were taken off on the Vision Quest.
Det. Johnson: Okay. So what day did you do the sweat lodge?
Marilyn Moss: I don't remember I believe it was the third day in.
Det. Johnson: Okay, so the third day in. Do you remember what time approximately,
was it a morning, afternoon -Marilyn Moss: That was night, I definitely remember that. We went, we actually started
out kind of in the daylight (Inaudible 7:31) we knew we were going off for Vision Quest
because we were told to bring our, that's what we were told that we might need our
sleeping bags and stuff like that. And we stopped by and actually I just kind of had lunch
(Inaudible) and had lunch, and you got sandwiches and (Inaudible) when we were doing
that at the time we got to, I know when we came out of the sweat lodge, it was pitch dark.
Det. Johnson: Okay. That market, then you had lunch, so you guys left
stopped at a market and then went to Angel Valley?
Marilyn Moss: Right.
Det. Johnson: Okay. Do you remember the name of the market or?
Marilyn Moss: No I do not.
Det. Johnson: Alright. So you went from there to Angel Valley, got there in the early
afternoon or early evening?
Marilyn Moss: Probably yeah, it was still daylight.
Det. Johnson: Alright and please describe to me the process of you know what you guys
were told about the sweat lodge and then -Marilyn Moss: You know one of the things that James always kind of tells you the
stories and in my opinion always forces to take you to the place that's been a little fearful
since he wants you to break through the fear. So we were told being like you know it's
amazing, you know if you put a frog in boiling water it jumps out, but if you put a frog in
water and (Inaudible) and slowly bring the temperature (Inaudible). Then he tells you,
okay now we are going into sweat lodge. And he was telling the temperature would be
very hot and that you are purifying your body and it was a chance to get (Inaudible) and
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more focused on the things you really, what you are really capable of and what you really
want to achieve in your life. So it was very spiritual thing and the body is going to be
physically challenged you know you are more than your body and you need to handle
this. He also (Inaudible) would never ask you to do anything I haven't done and I know
you know this is okay for you to do. So we felt even though we were going to be
uncomfortable, it was safe.
Det. Johnson: Okay. Did he say anything else about what might happen inside or what
had happened in years prior or anything?
Marilyn Moss: No, he just said it was hot and you know miserable. He said you'd feel
like your skin is just going to melt right off, I mean I thought it wasn't really that bad as I
was led to believe and it was hot. I was next to the stones (Inaudible 10:25) and I was
also in that inside circle. And I never had light saunas but in fact it started out cool and
then you went up, it wasn't, maybe you sweat profusely and it wasn't. I didn't feel like
my skin was going to fall off.
Det. Johnson: Okay. Alright so where were you sitting inside?
Marilyn Moss: You know when you go into the sweat lodge you go to your left and go
round and you go to the first spot. So whoever is in front of you will just sit behind
wherever they stop. So even though it's kind of oblong inside, it's totally round the way
the circle kind of goes because there is like from the point of the door to the straight point
back, I would have been the second person on around to the right.
Det. Johnson: Okay, so you were almost in the opposite of the door but -Marilyn Moss: Yeah. I did feel when the door opened, I could feel the cool air come in.
Det. Johnson: So that you were able to -Marilyn Moss: Yeah.
Det. Johnson: Okay. How many people were in the sweat lodge?
Marilyn Moss: In that year how much it is, I am going to guess in the 20s, I would say
less than 30, but I am sure every participant that was there went in and I mean there were
people who were in the events who were more keepers of numbers who could probably
tell you exactly how many, (Inaudible 12:22) probably tell you because she worked there
and I am going to say in the 20s definitely less than 30.
Det. Johnson: Okay. Do you remember how many rounds there were?
Marilyn Moss: That year, I believe there were seven. I do know that we had made this
tobacco pouch thing and it was round for each little bag, if tobacco where you tied on
there and that was the intention of that I mean that's kind of how, my understanding is
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that why you do this number round, you do because each one (Inaudible) kind of dealing
with that element but I believe it was seven.
Det. Johnson: Okay. Before you guys went in, was there anybody saying on, you know
you need to do this if there is problems inside or (Inaudible) inside?
Marilyn Moss: No.
Det. Johnson: Okay, that year, were there any issues?
Marilyn Moss: And the main thing we were told was just go on and top it out. It's you
know you are more than your body, you can handle this. We were told that flap would
come up and that we could leave if we wanted too. It was greatly discouraged. And I
mean people did leave and sometimes I mean at least one person went out piece of apron
and came back in the next time the flap was up. And I know one person at one point
when he found out everyone out that said, I need to go bathroom and he said if you are
making here and you are not sweating enough, oh that's (Inaudible) sweat actually here, I
know as it was hot enough.
Det. Johnson: How did people, did anyone have any health risk reactions or anything to Marilyn Moss: That year, not to my knowledge.
Det. Johnson: Do you remember anyone being in an altered state or you know talking
babbling or -Marilyn Moss: Now (Inaudible) too so I could have been altered so then you know I
mean my thing was once you went through couple of rounds you may not be like, it's like
having a couple drinks, you don't get behind the wheel because you may think you are
okay but you are altered. So I could be off a little bit but I can remember when it was
time for the flap to come up and it was time to go out it was a pretty systematic thing that
back row rolled out first, kind of the first in the first out which was James. And then you
would enter and the back row had to go out first and then the insider out. And it was
important that you go out, or really you go with it, you make to the left and keep going
around, you don't go out backward. So that way it was very important how you walk in
that thing and how you come out of it. So like the people who had gone out with the
people, people who were doing the round, they came back in and you didn't just go to
your spot, you had to go round the circle and see your spot from the door you go left to
go around and find your spot. And I can't remember that it did not take very long for
people to get out because I wasn't that inside. And it did not take very long. The only
thing when I came out and we had to go find our clothes and put the clothes on and then
we went to the Vision Quest. I do not recall like right outside the door where being
anybody with issues. At that point I would have not known if they were down, I might
think they were getting their stuff. It could have happened they may not be aware of it,
it's my point with that.
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Det. Johnson: Okay, that nothing that you are directly aware of?
Marilyn Moss: Nothing I am directly aware of.
Det. Johnson: Alright. Well let's move on to 2005 then. Well actually the Vision Quest
in '03 how long was that?
Marilyn Moss: Okay, I went out that night and it went out the next night and they got it,
yeah we had two nights out there and then the next day around this one when it was the in
(Inaudible 17:06) and finally we realized people just started going (Inaudible) which
really wasn't difficult.
Det. Johnson: Okay. Anything unusual happened at that year's event, the '03?
Marilyn Moss: Anything unusual, I think there were some people who usually go out to
the Vision Quest, I remember that. I remember one lady I think it was Deborah, they
didn't really, and what had happened they kind of tried to, like one person left. I think
they went out to their spot and came back but it may have been I am not sure when they
left and it was kind of you know when people started hating so and so not here, you know
they are not or they were there but they were there but they (Inaudible 18:04) how did
they do the Vision Quest and then we realized they had not stayed on the Vision Quest.
And I think it was the lady named Deborah whose last name I cannot remember right
now, but she was a big (Inaudible). I remember something Cynthia Oliver who was in
her 70s at the time and done a Vision Quest and had stayed out all the time. She actually
had some health issues with her bladder and she had her stuff (Inaudible) and she was
carrying a loaded suitcase and someone yelled you can roll that and she thought she is the
one who's supposed to roll it against this little (Inaudible) walkway. But when she came
in, she was pushed physically I would say. A guy named, see I actually got lost from my
group because she went out in groups to find her spot. And I had gone to get water
because we were told we could take water and they would bring water the next day. And
if you want water you set your canister water but he had given these big gallon things
with Spiritual Warrior on the side (Inaudible) outside the circle. And if you do that, give
you water but if it's not outside the circle, you won't get any water. And so that night as
we were living some people went to fill up their canister water (Inaudible) get some
water. And they had water on the back because Angel Valley was not, they only had, I
mean there wasn't any (Inaudible), there were TPs there but there were no structures no
dinning hall and all of that, so it was a new development at that time. So they had like
this truck in there with some water and on the back that you get water. And I had gone to
get water and my group was going on. So I just hung out there and finally when
somebody came in and then finally this other guy, James had come back and didn't want
to go the Vision Quest and I am not sure I saw them talking to him and I am not sure if
they talked to him to go on and back out doing this or not. James, oh this name would
come to me, good guy who actually had done spiritual things (Inaudible) hanging out
waiting and then when someone (Inaudible) what happened, I said I lost my group. So
then the guy who had actually serviced the Vision Quest, I need to call the Dawn who
had actually done the stone for us got me to my spot. And one of the things she was
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supposed to talk and he actually did kind of explain some things to me. And we were
told not to take food but we weren't pleased if you took food, you took food and some
people did but we were told not to take food and that we could have water and they
would bring water the next morning. Part of not taking food was that (Inaudible) nature
and you got food and there is (Inaudible) out there they are going to watch your food and
they are going to come and get in your bag or whatever. But first thing is you can't
control your body and do without food for this long since you (Inaudible) be all that you
can be spiritually, you got to overcome the needs of the physical body to be all you
can be spiritually. That's all I can think of.
Det. Johnson: Alright moving forward to 2005 then and the 2005 experience the Vision
Quest was before the sweat lodge correct?
Marilyn Moss: Yes.
Det. Johnson: Okay. So again it was a five-day event. Can you tell me when you got
there which day the Vision Quest began?
Marilyn Moss: As far as the end of the week.
Det. Johnson: Or I mean how many days if you could -Marilyn Moss: The Vision Quest, I think it was the 3rd may, probably it was 4th because
we spent that night and I think it was only one night and the next day we came out and
that would be the day it ended. So I believe that it ended before we had done the, you
know we did the warrior game and then there was taking on a Vision Quest so they came
back to sweat lodge and the next morning it was all over. I know for sure the morning
after the sweat lodge, people were leaving.
Det. Johnson: Okay so you did the warrior game, you did the Vision Quest, how long
was that Vision Quest?
Marilyn Moss: I believe it was only since that night I mean it was only one night out.
Det. Johnson: Okay so, like what time in the evening did you leave when did you return?
Marilyn Moss: Okay when we came, we had a game that we went to that, what's that
game called, it was dark if we were heading, it was a little bit dark when I went out of the
Vision Quest, yeah. We usually (Inaudible) I have actually taken (Inaudible) then if you
are going out in this dark, you can't really see what you are doing and you are walking
around. We know it's not, you know it could be that but we know that kind of takes
people where they can be a little scared with their, pretty much okay, if they thought what
(Inaudible) where you go.
Det. Johnson: Yeah. And so you left and it was evening, it was dark out, when did they
pick you up?
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Marilyn Moss: The next day around dinner time just before dark, I mean it was actually
time to get in before dark, but by the time you cleaned up and went to the dining hall, it
would have been dark.
Det. Johnson: Interesting so it's just under 24 hours then?
Marilyn Moss: Yeah they would have been, yeah.
Det. Johnson: On that Vision Quest, were you told to take food, water or not?
Marilyn Moss: We were told to not and then if we, again we weren't pleased and when
you come with your bags and all that they can go through them to make sure you didn't
have them but we were told to go without like I came off that one extremely dehydrated.
And where I came in from it was pretty close to the dinning hall and I went straight to the
dining hall and got water and then my legs were so (Inaudible) I actually found a little
one of the (Inaudible) just before they picked me up and I found it, and like my tongue
speaking that was going to give me some motion (Inaudible) just the opposite. So you
actually need more to make that thing work so I was very parched.
Det. Johnson: Alright so you came out just before evening on the Vision Quest when did
the sweat lodge begin?
Marilyn Moss: We would have had a dinner, gosh (inaudible) I am closing my eyes I
think for sure. The sweat lodge again, maybe the sweat lodge was the next day
(Inaudible) we had dinner.
Det. Johnson: Do you remember if there was a briefing or anything after the dinner about
the sweat lodge?
Marilyn Moss: There was a little bit, yeah.
Det. Johnson: And where did that happen?
Marilyn Moss: That would have been in the meeting room.
Det. Johnson: Okay what do you remember about that?
Marilyn Moss: Okay, see this time I can't remember what's going on because I have been
through one before so I was a little familiar with the process. And it was pretty much and
I am sure (Inaudible) was at that night that we had the sweat lodge or do we have I think
we may have had dinner and then the next day had class and then the briefing. The
briefing came just too shortly before it. Now there were things other things that I think
we actually assigned the things so people kind of were expecting because of those things
they have you assign to clear them of anything. But they probably were expecting the
sweat lodge. So anyway we were told some of the (Inaudible) that it's a spiritual
opportunity and a time to transcend the body and to purify the body and become more
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focused on your intentions and that you are more than your physical form. And as far as
procedure inside, they really I can't remember someone ask, no I don't recall him actually
say that you could leave I think they just said (Inaudible) stones in and that you are
working hard and that I can't remember that if they even said, I don't think they actually
brought up (Inaudible) if you want to. I think it was more telling you that you are going
to do this and that. I can't remember the actual (Inaudible). If you don't want to go in
(Inaudible) come out, I can't remember they actually did, I think it was more just saying I
do remember this many people in this group had done sweat lodges. The first group I had
ever heard such a thing I am not sure (Inaudible) in that group and had by this group in
2005, many other people had done sweat lodges before, I at least heard of them.
Det. Johnson: Done sweat lodges with James or -Marilyn Moss: No, like there were people there who rather (Inaudible) no actually it was
2006 with a group that (Inaudible) they had done these sweat lodges. Ideally sweat lodge
was more common place but it's tough. It's nothing else the fact that people are in our
group had done them. The first year it was kind of like, what is this, we didn't know what
was coming. By the time that my husband went it was pretty known fact that even to
Spiritual Warrior and you are going to do a sweat lodge. Now the more common place
(Inaudible). So I don't believe anything they said at that point that you could come with
just pretty much what's your feel while you are in there, the opportunity for you is to
(Inaudible) the body and then to be more focused on the things you want in your life and
your achievement that you want to achieve.
Det. Johnson: Okay. Did anyone have questions about health concerns or anything like
that?
Marilyn Moss: There were things like and I can remember from the first year people
(Inaudible) their contact should I (Inaudible) my conduct, should I not and one of the
ladies here in Angel Valley where they were asking her that she would contact. Second
year, it seemed there were people who had a few questions and they kind of talked to
them separately. I don't think I mean it wasn't discussed (Inaudible) diabetes or blah,
blah, blah, those kind of things weren't brought up in a broad spectrum.
Det. Johnson: Okay. Was there health questionnaire or you know these questions
verbally to the group? Does anyone have these kinds of health problems or like you said
blood pressure?
Marilyn Moss: No.
Det. Johnson: Okay.
Marilyn Moss: No, these people by the time, first year, they wouldn't know people pretty
well enough to know if they you know what else (Inaudible) they might have had. But by
2005, I don't know that I mean there were people who from the first year, you had to have
gone through quite a few events to get to this one and then in I think it was in 2005 they
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opened it up so you could actually go to this (Inaudible) as your first event if you chose.
So therefore they didn't know much about you, you didn't know much about them when it
first began.
Det. Johnson: Okay. Do you know if anyone of knew it was their first event?
Marilyn Moss: No one, let me think. No, not right off but if I thought about it, I might.
Det. Johnson: It's all right, not a big deal. So they didn't have prerequisite so to speak for
this -Marilyn Moss: No, there was no health questionnaire and no precautions, no and most of
the things were pretty cool, James would speak of them as you don't have depression, you
do depression, you don't have hypertension, you do hypertension, I mean it's all different
way of looking at your physical body so they wouldn't be given to, it's almost like things
you don't want in your world, you don't spend time telling (Inaudible) because that just
brings more validity to them in the physical existence. Does that make sense?
Det. Johnson: Okay. When would he say those kinds of things like at this event he was
talking about that stuff?
Marilyn Moss: You know even as early as this first event (Inaudible) it's kind of cleaning
in. You know actually by the time, I wish you probably did it at the entry level. But
usually it would be your second event or so that he would talk more about you create
your world and it's there because you are doing it not because y9oui have it, it's because
you do it.
Det. Johnson: Okay. All right, so do you remember anyone talk about hydration at that
particular briefing?
Marilyn Moss: No in general, say when you are dealing with the desert you need to be
well hydrated. And that's why on the first year, when we had the (Inaudible) need water.
But then in the year my husband went we had been told to be hydrated and also to talk
the salt which they gave you sea salt and (Inaudible) salt each morning. There was never
a thing of show your hands that you take a sea salt. You were just told that this is what
you should do. In other words, I (Inaudible) they just said this is what you need to do for
your health and not only while you are here but forever you need sea salt every day. So
there were questions in 2005 when people said (Inaudible) we need water. They tell us
they're hydrated and now you are taking us out and saying don't take water. (Inaudible)
you think you have to have it but you can be more than that. So then I made a decision I
am not taking water this time.
Det. Johnson: Okay.
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Marilyn Moss: But he didn't prevent it that he kind of said you are okay, you are okay. I
mean I would have let my mind that if I did this the first time, I came out fine this time, it
would be bigger and I won't take water.
Det. Johnson: Okay. So where were you sitting in the sweat lodge the '05 -Marilyn Moss: Okay, I was within two people with whom I sat before but this time I am
directly across from the flap. In other words, I didn't go it far around inside circle and
Daniel was always right to my left and my husband was to my right.
Det. Johnson: Okay. All right, so when you came in the entrance was the entrance
facing south which direction was it facing?
Marilyn Moss: No, I can't remember that when you pull into the place there is the sweat
lodge and there is the creek would have been (Inaudible) to, how do I say this, no, front
came up there, I think it may have been, well, it's hard to say. But I remember the sun is
rising every morning that the (Inaudible) and you may be seeing it two hours after
sunrise. After say it's more west. I do know that the creek ran behind it and the door
would have been like, if the creek flow ran behind it and it was south then the door would
have been at east. Does that make sense because I don't know if the creek went to the
south but if you draw the sweat lodge and if the creek is behind it at the south then at
east.
Det. Johnson: Okay.
Marilyn Moss: Does it make sense?
Det. Johnson: Let's do this. If it's roughly a circle and it's 6:00 o'clock and it's the
entrance to the sweat lodge.
Marilyn Moss: Okay.
Det. Johnson: Where were you sitting on the clock face so the opposite directly opposite
from the door at 12 o'clock?
Marilyn Moss: 12 o'clock, yeah.
Det. Johnson: So you are directly opposite the door at 12 o'clock?
Marilyn Moss: Yes.
Det. Johnson: Okay. And you are in front row again you said?
Marilyn Moss: Yes, I was in the side row.
Det. Johnson: Okay. Who was sitting to your left?
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Marilyn Moss: Daniel.
Det. Johnson: So, Daniel was on your left, who was on your right?
Marilyn Moss: My husband Julian.
Det. Johnson: So Julian was on your right. Do you remember who was sitting behind
you?
Marilyn Moss: I know one person Penny Peterson was behind me.
Det. Johnson: Do you know who was sitting on the other side of Daniel?
Marilyn Moss: Other side of Daniel.
Det. Johnson: So on Daniel left?
Marilyn Moss: No, I do not know.
Det. Johnson: Okay.
Marilyn Moss: On the other side of Julian was Penny but I cannot remember who Daniel
was following. It would have been a female because it was male-female, male-female.
Det. Johnson: It was organized that year?
Marilyn Moss: Yeah, that year the year that Julian (Inaudible) they put everybody in as
male-female, male-female.
Det. Johnson: Did they say why?
Marilyn Moss: (Inaudible)
Det. Johnson: And who did that?
Marilyn Moss: James, I heard James saying to do that but he was saying bring them and
bring yeah and then he was telling, it would have been Harry outside, I mean I can't
remember because I was there were more people that year and I was out there for final
while waiting and I would help (Inaudible) maybe kind of he would say to you and you
were kind of waiting and then would (Inaudible) we need a man, we need a woman and
they just tried to line us male-female, male-female.
Det. Johnson: Do you remember approximately how many people were there in the
sweat lodge?
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Marilyn Moss: Everybody that was there that year went into the sweat lodge to my
knowledge. If someone (Inaudible) before they would have (Inaudible) quiet and it was
not to encourage, there were more than the first year.
Det. Johnson: Like quite a few more or twice as many or more than that -Marilyn Moss: I am thinking in the 30 to 40 maybe as many as twice but maybe not
quite twice. And that I mean this is I am just doing by like when we went in how long it
took me to get to my spot which would have been halfway around (Inaudible). It was
bigger than the first year.
Det. Johnson: Okay. How many rounds were there?
Marilyn Moss: I believe there were eight.
Det. Johnson: Eight rounds?
Marilyn Moss: Yeah because I remember at seven which I believe it was seven like
again when you get in there you can't leave necessarily, after three may not, no, was that
three or was that five. But I asked my husband what I thought this was probably it and
then he was saying (Inaudible) want to go if you laid down between (Inaudible) have one
more round, I said Julian do you want to go and he said no. And then James then the flap
was going down. And it seemed like just very (Inaudible) and it was over and they were
starting to switch and it quite tells me more than like those things were 15 minutes and
lost consciousness is what I am saying. I think at that point I may have lost
consciousness a little bit.
Det. Johnson: Okay. That you heard did you feel air when they opened the flap or did
not feel?
Marilyn Moss: Not as much as the previous year it was definitely harder, I knew. I felt
harder that year. And it's like I would just begin so (Inaudible) do things to bring the air
in and by the time I felt it it's like we go down okay.
Det. Johnson: All right, and just can you tell me then what round they started having
issues, people were having health problems?
Marilyn Moss: In '05?
Det. Johnson: In the '05?
Marilyn Moss: One lady who actually worked here this past year (Inaudible) left two or
three times. I remember Teri Lee, she would have been to my left, I think she was on the
back row. I did know she was to the left of me and she left and then she cam back in late.
There were conference calls after this event and she was on my call and she made kind of
an ego question left and that she needed to tough around. I said I think (Inaudible) in the
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end because at one point when I asked Julian, do you want to go, I think I really needed
to(Inaudible) and gone then he is not there, he is already in and he has more likely to
have health. I am a little overweight but he has more hypertension issues that I should
have gotten him out of there. And I didn't because (Inaudible) so he would say she left
because (Inaudible). That's how I know she was the one on my left that left. Who else
left? There were more people that did leave that year. Mickey Reynolds left before it
was over because after he went out and James said Mickey left like I can tell you he was
disappointed because Mickey left and he didn't, somebody said he would go out and
(Inaudible) or coming back in and they let people come back in. And there were more
people because the flaps were actually up longer than the previous year so they opened
up and put the stones in and put the flap back down. That was also the year that I think
Tori Simpson worked for the stones there was always one person just taking the stones
and putting them in. And she kind of fumbled it at one point. And next year you have to
be careful that person who's putting it in just the momentum they could fall right in when
they were doing it and something would (Inaudible) she was fine she just, I think they
may have, I think she needed some water just a little (Inaudible). She is a little person
very physically fit (Inaudible) all that I mean she is a very healthy person.
Det. Johnson: Okay. Did anyone have to be helped out during any other rounds?
Marilyn Moss: There was a, let me think. It seems like there was, it seems like there was
something that I cannot remember for sure. I remember when it was over that it was
taken for people to come out and one reason was there was a lady Lauren, I think her last
name was White, I am not sure that, heavy fat lady who had to be helped getting out.
And when I actually came out she was just laying there. And I may (Inaudible) it was
somebody that wanted to come out (Inaudible) and they were someone who kind of
escorted him to the door and then stayed in, but it's kind of vague and -Det. Johnson: Okay, so you can remember somebody needed help out during the event?
Marilyn Moss: Yeah.
Det. Johnson: Okay.
Marilyn Moss: And we'd actually been up at least with the sixth round or above because
I mean if you had ever done what you (Inaudible) less conscience she lost, yeah.
Det. Johnson: Okay. In this year's, in '05, did they add water to the stones?
Marilyn Moss: Yes.
Det. Johnson: When they added water to the stones, did you notice any effect from water
on the stones as far as did steam hit you directly, did water hit you or did not?
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Marilyn Moss: I can remember the first year that I got water a couple of times. The
second year, I don't remember the hearing (Inaudible). I can remember the steam. I don't
recall water hitting. It would have been welcome (Inaudible) cold water.
Det. Johnson: Okay. Do you remember anyone else passing out during or losing
consciousness during -Marilyn Moss: In '05?
Det. Johnson: in '05, you do or -Marilyn Moss: No, I don't.
Det. Johnson: Okay.
Marilyn Moss: Other than Daniel did and James who did not I mean when it was over
and they started coming out, I remember thinking I need to get out of there, I need to get
out of there and you are supposed to wait and do it (Inaudible) and it was taking forever
for the back row to go. And I decided I was getting out so I got to leave and I said I was
one of (Inaudible) to the back row and there is the one like behind me left I was going to
get left and I couldn't go. And I got back and I got Julian's attention and I got to the back
row and he actually went to the front and went around it. So I left out (Inaudible) later
James found out (Inaudible). So I knew I needed out and I was (Inaudible) Julian really
needed to come out I mean when we came out he was sick and throwing up and he was
(Inaudible). And even to this day, he says I wasn't there when he came out and he would
send me to go get his shoes and this is (Inaudible) on the ground and it was hard to sleep
so I walk across to go get his shoes and (Inaudible) jacket. And it was like we discussed
just recently so I can remember you were there, there were other people helping me and
he didn't remember that he had helped me to do things. He remembered throwing up
someone gave him something to drink and this would help your electrolyte (Inaudible).
So this will help your electrolyte and (Inaudible) drink and then threw up.
Det. Johnson: Okay.
Marilyn Moss: And I was cleaning that just throwing sand on it.
Det. Johnson: All right, well, during the rounds, what do you remember with Daniel
sitting next to you?
Marilyn Moss: Okay. There were times when we chanted and I heard (Inaudible)
chanting, there were people laying down around us and by the time, actually in that last
round, I laid down (Inaudible) was behind me because I think I actually laid down on top
of her feet. It's like no rallied back and it was somebody sick there and I think it was
Tony and now I think about it. I must have laid down before that because Tony left,
Tony Peterson left. (Inaudible) kind of laid down back on left before the event was over
and it was like it kind of woke me up. So Tony Peterson left. Daniel never laid down, he
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just (Inaudible) right down there because I remember where he was still sitting up. I need
to make sure that there are spots for him if he decides to lay down but he never laid down
he sat there like a stone.
Det. Johnson: Okay. Did you notice him have any problems during the rounds?
Marilyn Moss: No, and believe me (Inaudible) because he was right next to me.
Det. Johnson: Did he say anything?
Marilyn Moss: No.
Det. Johnson: Okay.
Marilyn Moss: And when it was over I mean he never spoke out, he never asked for
help, he never touched me because when you are trying (Inaudible) how you are going to
feel (Inaudible) close to see if you wanted to lay down to see where is his spot. And
when it was over and Julian was leaving and I moved back, I mean I kind of said Daniel I
am leaving, Daniel I am going to go. And I didn't hear any response because when later
when I realized what was going on I said oh my God. You know maybe I should have
forced him to come out too because this time the flap you know when that flap went up
and I think probably it's because as people exited that you didn't have any (Inaudible)
coming in. And people were pretty much trying to go out pretty solid and apparently
when they were taking line out it was quiet for some time and we were feeling nothing,
you know, no air, no oxygen I think that's when I thought I've got to get out of here and I
shifted to back row and (Inaudible) other people from our row which was first year when
it was time you were aware people up (Inaudible) the second time, it's like people didn't
but the circles were obliterating because people were just laying everywhere so you just
got up and left which James didn't like. We didn't come out in orderly -Det. Johnson: When did he say that during or later?
Marilyn Moss: Well, actually when I talked to him actually yeah, the next morning
James came out and he was talking to the different people at breakfast and I made a
comment that I had left, I shifted to the back row. And he said you are not supposed to I
said yeah well, I needed to get out of there. I (Inaudible) terms with him because it's like
how could this happen, how couldn't, I mean before I would have never said anything
that he (Inaudible) at this point I was wanting to answer as to what happened to Daniel,
how did this happen. And I said James I had to get out of there. He said (Inaudible).
Det. Johnson: Okay. While you guys were inside did you hear him discouraging anyone
from leaving the tent?
Marilyn Moss: Discourage, how do I say. He always asked of us what to do or
(Inaudible) we could do in everything whether it would be hiking within the classroom,
it's cold or whatever. He always encouraged it to top it out and to do more. And he
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always kind of (Inaudible) measuring up to the teacher which to me I mean that's why
that he would go I mean I know I stayed in too long in 2005 because it was ego of not
wanting to displease him. Now that can I say he actually told us not to leave, I cannot
say that he told us not to leave. Can I say he discouraged people from leaving, yes. I can
say that he said to stay was a (Inaudible) towards higher consciousness toward being
more than you did towards being all that you can be and to get in and leave. We are
seeing you weren't ready to progress I mean that's the kind of thing he did with
everything he did. He would encourage you to do more do longer do higher and the
sweat lodge was just a physical in this moment are you doing more. Yeah, so I can't say
he said don't leave but I can say he discouraged people leaving. It was not a -- and
(Inaudible) he got in there in '05 he was determined to stay and he might say at
(Inaudible) to leave but he saw folks on one at (Inaudible) and he's got the coolest I mean
I know the first year that we did this Tori Simpson is the one who sat to his right. Now
she said she was actually cold when that door would open and she would get cold and she
loved the warmth at (Inaudible). So he was on the coolest spot.
Det. Johnson: Right.
Marilyn Moss: The absolute coolest spot at (Inaudible) he was off he was actually laying
down. I remember times when he could not talk coherently and he even asked the person
what round over where he was losing it.
Det. Johnson: And this is'05?
Marilyn Moss: This is '05. And I think at (Inaudible) and he thinks it's okay at
(Inaudible).
Det. Johnson: Okay. Do you remember though like specifically hearing this person
started leaving or tried to leave, he told them no you shouldn't or anything like that? Or
you at (Inaudible) -Marilyn Moss: Yes. To say you are better than that, yeah. And I think Marta is the very
one who at (Inaudible) came back and I think he said to her, who was the one who
worked it at (Inaudible) Dream Team'05 this past year that I believe he said to her you are
better than that.
Det. Johnson: So after the sweat lodge, can you tell me everything you remember about
Daniel and what happened after as -Marilyn Moss: Yeah. I shifted to the back and came out. I was I mean I knew coming
out but I knew I was getting chewing up but I like everything was in slow motion. So I
am out for a little while and I am kind of taking care of him and moving around and
noticing this is when I noticed I had to go get the shoes and I know Ms. Lauren just
laying there not moving. And I said to someone is she okay and someone stopped her to
look and she is just laying there with nobody like with her and I went and got shoes and
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came back there were several people, I mean I after I mean it's like it was I thought this
was not even one there were people laying all over the place. Sean Hank and his
wife Jill Hank were laying at one spot and Amayra had covered her with a tarp. And I
thought there is top laying there and I started to kind of pick it up and actually I would
stumble over and I (Inaudible) pick it up and I thought Sean (Inaudible) leave he said we
are cold. So they were covered (Inaudible). And when we came outside it was the cold
night and it felt so great. There were many people just laying on the ground. A couple of
Julian's buddies were kind of helping with him and he had got through to stand up but he
was wobbly. So we put him on a cart and then they were going to take him to the
shower. And I just stood there after they kind of carted him off and looked around I
thought this was (Inaudible). I remember thinking where (Inaudible) because James had
actually left. And somebody Tere went (Inaudible) somebody to get in to come back to
help because Daniel was standing up and just walking around and just swinging to people
and he would not look at us. At one point, I went to him because Josh Frederickson was
helping him so he was a little guy and Daniel was taller and very muscular at that point.
He (Inaudible) in that respect now. And I (Inaudible) would there be other under the
other arm kind to holding him up any he started flinging swinging his arms. And Josh is
let him go let him go, (Inaudible) and he would just (Inaudible) let me go, let me go, let
me go and he wouldn't look at us. I mean we were talking to him, talking to him and
talking to him and then James, we got James back there and James was talking to him and
he was just saying Daniel come back, Daniel come back and he had his wife to try to talk
to him and actually (Inaudible) with him and different things and he just was and
(Inaudible) what was going on I mean he would not look at us. He was definitely
belligerent and it looked like he could tear you apart and then he kind of calmed down
and he talked to him and he wouldn't look at us in the eye and James was saying he is out
of his body, he is in the outer body experience. So that's what was going on. And
Amayra was and was working with them and James got very angry with Amayra and at
one point told her to leave I mean very ugly.
Det. Johnson: Who is Amayra?
Marilyn Moss: Amayra is a Hamilton. She and Michael are the ones who owned the
property.
Det. Johnson: Oh, okay.
Marilyn Moss: And she was there, I mean she was kind of (Inaudible) going around
helping people and he was telling her he told her to leave he said don't waste your energy,
I take care of my people and I want you to leave. And I walked over about that time
Julian rose up and Amayra and I go over to kick sand over I mean it's liquid that it came
up. We get the sand and I switched to Amayra listen James is better than this. I know
you are doing what you can to help and I appreciate it. And James was better than I mean
James could be ugly when he gets ready to tell you verbally go away. And she hung
around for a little while and kept helping. And James was just saying because she was
being the nurturing (Inaudible) let me help you with this and he was saying no,
(Inaudible) no leave them alone, let them what they need to do. He was talking in the
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spiritual term and she was saying I am taking care of these bodies that are laying around
and she was (Inaudible) laying over them and he didn't like her helping them at all.
That's what I remember. Well the ambulance came and I mean they were talking about
getting the ambulance and James discouraged it and finally -Det. Johnson: How did he discourage it?
Marilyn Moss: He said no, no, we are okay, we would take care of this -Det. Johnson: Who was saying we call the ambulance?
Marilyn Moss: Tere Gingerella.
Det. Johnson: So, Tere Gingerella was saying let's call an ambulance and James was
saying what?
Marilyn Moss: No, we are okay, we are okay. And you know what Tere may have been
applied in all of these as far as she would know for sure.
Det. Johnson: And what was that, (Inaudible) reference to for Daniel?
Marilyn Moss: For Daniel, yeah, he said yeah that we need a car, we are going
(Inaudible) and she is no, an ambulance (Inaudible). And finally he looked and said okay
let's call and they called for the ambulance. I mean I was right there till the ambulance
came and when they came I mean and he was saying to somebody I believe it was Tere
Gingerella who I think she wasn't inside, if she was inside she would have it altogether as
far as chronologically what was going on. He was seeing although (Inaudible) so they
got small on top and he came to and then he said okay let's find, he was discouraging
them taking to the hospital and the other people were like no, we are not leaving, you
know that I mean they put him on a stretcher and they, I am sure, did pulse and
blood pressure and all that and said we need to take him in. And James was kind of I
mean he was kind of like, okay (Inaudible) he is fine you know going back your way and
they were like we are going to check him out. And so he went on and they took him to
the hospital.
Det. Johnson: Okay. Tell me more about how James tried to deal with Daniel, you said?
Marilyn Moss: It just he talked to him.
Det. Johnson: Okay. What kind of things was he saying exactly?
Marilyn Moss: Oh my goodness, hey buddy come on back, we need you, we need you
here, you can come back now, like you know come back in your body. And he was
telling Michelle you know things to do, I mean at one point she was like being very, like
god give him sexual --.
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Det. Johnson: What did you (overlapping) what did you do then?
Marilyn Moss: Pardon.
Det. Johnson: Like what exactly was he (overlapping).
Marilyn Moss: Like she was real close to him and went up with him and you know I
would say a woman trying to turn a man on, it would be kind of my -Det. Johnson: But you are saying James told her to do that?
Marilyn Moss: Yeah.
Det. Johnson: How did he tell her what to do?
Marilyn Moss: Well I think he just said you know I don't know, she could tell you for
sure, but I mean she was talking to him, James was talking to her and then she would start
you know, he was kind of saying you know do more, do more. And at one point he said I
thought, we almost got him, we almost got him. You know and my interpretation of this
would be, you almost got him to come back to the physical like what did he like in a
physical, I mean she said things about you know your children needs you, I need you, we
need you back here Daniel, we need you here. Michelle could tell you for sure and she
would.
Det. Johnson: Okay. Did anyone try and like pour water on him or anything like that?
Marilyn Moss: Yeah that I am sure they did, because one of, and what would be is like
just your forehead just cool off your forehead. Then also the people who were then
trying to do this would have been taller and weaker than he, so I mean they may have
tempted and not managed to gotten any on his forehead.
Det. Johnson: Okay. So how early in this process, were they talking about calling an
ambulance?
Marilyn Moss: He had been working for a few minutes yeah.
Det. Johnson: Okay so is that for several minutes?
Marilyn Moss: Yeah, and I would say at the beginning, it was more of a thing of making
sure he didn't hurt anybody else or didn't do anything, this is kind of in a rage you know
so he was just in there and you know talk to him and calm him down and make sure he
doesn't swing a fist at somebody or when he started swinging make sure people step back
and -Det. Johnson: Right. So after several minutes of Tere saying let's call, how exactly did
she say it?
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Marilyn Moss: Just we need to call, we need to call. I am trying to think of Amayra,
who was standing there at the time saying, we need to. I am trying to remember where
Amayra was when I was standing there with Daniel. And I cannot remember at all. I
think was it Amayra, who was here, or Colleen or was it Tere. And I almost think like
Tere said they are calling James, they are calling.
Det. Johnson: Alright. So he said, no, we shouldn't call and then what happened to who
decided (overlapping)?
Marilyn Moss: He didn't come back, it wasn't like is he going to be okay and he was still
delirious, he still wasn't himself and they said we are calling.
Det. Johnson: Okay. Did James ever tell them to go ahead and call or they just did it?
Marilyn Moss: You know I am not sure, but I would say it was more Tere staying with
Colleen than James and Tere could tell you for sure.
Det. Johnson: But your recollection is that Tere --.
Marilyn Moss: Yeah that Tere was more staying with Colleen.
Det. Johnson: I was going to do this, okay.
Marilyn Moss: Yeah.
Det. Johnson: So she called, they arrived, James told them give them smelling salts, they
wanted to transfer to the hospital and he tried to keep them from transporting them saying
--.
Marilyn Moss: He said, I think he is fine, he is fine, and they were telling you know I am
sure they had done a pulse or something, because his vitals are here, we need to take him
in.
Det. Johnson: Okay. After that do you remember any discussions with James or hearing
James say anything about what had happened to Daniel?
Marilyn Moss: Pretty much after Daniel was gone, I would have been heading to the
shower myself and I think James was gone. James' room was right behind the
dining hall and that's where people kind of would congregate, but I cannot remember if
he was in there, I am trying to remember, oh we went to dinner afterwards, yeah, dinner
was served after this and we went in where I cleaned up and gone and I remember seeing
James around a little bit and then he was gone. And now people would kind of ask about,
it was kind of I think Tere had said you know Daniel's gone and they are taking him in
the ambulance and you know he was better, but everyone's checking out. And I don't
recall James being in there a lot, but I am not, yeah wait a minute, there were people who
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were taking pictures and he was at the fire place yeah. And there was discussion, but it
wasn't, it was more like the things will turn, you know how was the journey for you, it
wasn't really like okay this is what is happened and this is what is going on, it seemed
like there was, I mean usually when you go in for dinner, there is a waiting, you know
something like there wasn't, I am not sure everybody showed up (Inaudible 1.12.24) they
come and go, and they come in and usually after dinner then it's over for the night. So
there wasn't like getting together after dinner.
Det. Johnson: Right after that night though like you knew the (Inaudible) calls later on
when people were, did you have any further knowledge of what Daniel's medical
condition became?
Marilyn Moss: No.
Det. Johnson: Do you remember ever hearing James talk about what had happened to
him or someone talking in front of James about the extent of Daniel's
condition?
Marilyn Moss: No and that was pretty much the way anytime there was an even and
something like if someone hurt themselves, it wasn't a thing that was concentrated on,
like at one of them, I had one or two people burnt their feet and to find out about those
things you had to almost call directly to that person, it's just you know looking back, and
I thought why didn't, why wasn't more made out of. And my thought would be that
James teachings are that what energy goes, where attention goes and if you don't want
that kind of thing in your life, you don't give it a lot of your energy, you don't pay
attention to it, you go on to the things you want in your life which is health and prosperity
and blah-blah-blah. So thinking about that from the past is not going to be, is not a move
towards higher consciousness that's being stuck in the old.
Det. Johnson: Right. Did you ever hear anyone bring up any of those injuries though
and he discouraged people from talking about it or anything directly or was this kind of a
general feeling in the way things were done?
Marilyn Moss: Well I actually sent him an e-mail after that event.
Det. Johnson: After '05?
Marilyn Moss: After '05, because after it was all over and I was back, I mean I was in the
van with Daniel the next morning, leaving. Daniel was very, I appreciate my experience,
I am glad you all were there for me and it was all this you know he came back and he was
there and he was living with people and this is all great. You know he had an OBE and
you know he is now in the van going home with us. And he was very appreciative of
James and all that, so I think that is one reason we all would have kind of put that behind
us. We got it just a fluke and it ended okay, so to our knowledge at the time you know
that was okay and then --.
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Det. Johnson: And you e-mailed him about?
Marilyn Moss: I e-mailed because I had so many questions about how could this happen
and you know how are we creating this in our world and I mean I really just kind of put
everything all in my thoughts down in an e-mail and sent it off to him.
Det. Johnson: Do you have that e-mail still?
Marilyn Moss: No, I am sure I don't because, the computer that I had at that time died.
Det. Johnson: Okay.
Marilyn Moss: You know what, but I have the hard drive, but I doubt seriously, like I
pulled the hard drive out and I think at someday, I may go back to desktop and rebuild
this machine, but more than likely it wouldn't be able get to it, so what --.
Det. Johnson: Did you use a web service when you sent the e-mail?
Marilyn Moss: Yeah I would have sent it to, I think at this time, we could e-mail directly
to James, it was the time when he opened up to some of the ones of us who had been
around the longest and we had an e-mail back to him. And I think I have showed you
that because when first time, it was kind of a thing mailing you because it was a thing of,
there was limited (Inaudible) he would allow, just rest to him at this e-mail and he was
letting me know that I crossed that line. And he said you are better than that you know he
never addressed the things that I questioned. I mean it was me putting down my things,
you know James was on 911 and the amount of people that were helping each other like a
New Yorkers who came to help. And he said, he called, what? 911, Marilyn what are
you thinking and this is what he said to me face to face talking about you know that email I was thinking that that was a good thing of it and he was saying, no you know this
was what people, each person brought to themselves that night. And I was being
reprimanded because of misuse of e-mail and I mean being able to send an e-mail directly
to him. And my thinking was, why do we not you know address the things that doesn't
go the way we wanted and can we say that what happened to Daniel is something we
actually would want you know that was scary and then he would throw back to me you
know what part of is being scarier part, you know he never really would address the
issue, there will always be, anytime you said to him anything that to him was not
sunshine, it would be what does it say about you, not what does it say about me or any
events.
Det. Johnson: And when was this that you had this conversation?
Marilyn Moss: Okay with me, after that the next year, I actually worked quite a few
events and it would have been at, let me think, it was one of the events that I Dream
Teamed.
Det. Johnson: So it was the following year?
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Marilyn Moss: Yeah in that following year.
Det. Johnson: Okay. How did you come to Dream Team for this --?
Marilyn Moss: Well one of the things that came out of being there was Daniel and this is
something I know that Tere said I have never heard James say, but she said we have
decided that from now on we are going to have a Dream Team with special work, so
before that there had never been Dream Team, there was always like people from the
office, Tere and a couple of people to help her. So we are going to have Dream Team
people and we are going to have somebody outside of the sweat lodge who has not been
inside of the sweat lodge who is going to man the sweat lodge, so I signed up, I
volunteered to be one of the people working at that event, so I could work outside that
event. And my intention was that I would make sure I was listed because I realized once
you are in there for a couple of rounds, it's like having, in my opinion like having a drink,
you may not make the best decision, so I would be on the outside and could help. And I
didn't know what I would do, but I would help for the years that, are you ready to hear
about the work.
Det. Johnson: Yeah, let's go ahead and --.
Marilyn Moss: So here I worked it, when it came around to being on the outside --.
Det. Johnson: Let's go back to what actually happened though if you could tell me
everything that they decided about you know safety measures they wanted to take and
what things they wanted you do on the --?
Marilyn Moss: The only thing I knew was that there was going to be somebody outside
working the events.
Det. Johnson: That was it?
Marilyn Moss: Yeah that was it.
Det. Johnson: Okay.
Marilyn Moss: And this is what Tere Gingerella said. You know I wish you know if she
had been in 2005 whether she was inside or not.
Det. Johnson: Do see why they were making this change, how did you say like, you
remember exactly how she said we are making this change because of, I know I you said
something about Daniel, but remember what she exactly said?
Marilyn Moss: Just said it would be, is that same to have somebody on the outside.
Det. Johnson: Okay.
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Marilyn Moss: She would not have said for safety measures because you wouldn't use
that terminology around James to say you want us to be safer, this implies unsafe that you
just say it helped to help people as they come out, when they are in that altered state to
help people get on and to know that everything is okay, because people inside are altered,
it's the whole idea we were going in there, not just a physical (Inaudible) to be altered.
And if you have done more within you know, like first round you might not know that,
you might not know he is wanting to put you on an altered state or he is wanting you to
achieve an altered state, but if you have done it once it would be a good guess about
being in an altered state.
Det. Johnson: Okay, go ahead and tell me about what happened in '06 then?
Marilyn Moss: Okay in '06 when I went to work, it were different things that we
facilitated, because on Vision Quest, we were pretty much told what to do when it was
needed to be done like there is some classroom stuff that I facilitated where you have
people working on their issues and there were some instructions about how to do those
things. When we came to sweat lodge, I was working in sweat lodge and that was pretty
much you know my (Inaudible) you know and it was like hose their head or you know
rinse off their head with the hose and send them on their way and that was it, because it
just happened.
Det. Johnson: You worked with that or they told you that?
Marilyn Moss: They told me that, and this would have been Megan.
Det. Johnson: So Megan told you, when people --.
Marilyn Moss: Yeah because well Tere was gone and Megan was working in event and
she said just, (inaudible) it would be there Megan or Josh one of two of them would have
said you know you just hose their head and send them on. Because I realized when it
happened this year, I said, gosh if somebody, I didn't know CPR, I wouldn't know what to
do if someone collapsed. I thought the worst case scenario was they come out a little
weaky you know little wobbly and you went like cool them down and my thing was I am
going to make sure they can look me in the eye and maybe I discussed with Daniel, he
would not look us in the eye. You know if they look me in eye, it's thinking I knew they
were okay and I mean that's not, I mean I didn't think, you know if they caught someone,
I would not want to do --.
Det. Johnson: Okay, they didn't ask about any medical training, you had or work with
CPR?
Marilyn Moss: No, I mean all they told me was hold their head and send them on their
way and having been in two, I mean it's like that was all I needed to know, I have gone
through it twice, so just you know on the top of their head, before you send them all.
Det. Johnson: Okay. So go ahead and tell me then what happened that year.
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Marilyn Moss: Okay. At one point I walked up to the door and I thought you know it's
an offer of prayer and I kind of got this message as (Inaudible 01:23:40) when they came
out and Megan asked me what did you do when you walked you know what were you
doing, and I said like, I offered a prayer you know strong message you know just let them
have their journey and she said, what would you have done, I said I don't know but I
guess if I needed to do anything, I would have known what to do and would have been
able to do it. And she was like curious of what, I was doing outside. And I kind of gave
her some things, these are some things if I would want to take James to his room and I
am kind of doing this in backwards order. And I said you know I realized I thought just
driving him to his room that, I didn't not check to make sure everybody come off to sweat
lodge and I said that's how we need to make sure we do. And I would send out that
apparently Josh had done that that year he apparently, well he would be sitting at actually
the place where he should be the last one to come out. So what he would do is to make
sure, because someone to the class and they never come out, so I realized like you know
like a dinner that night, wait and actually, left with James, I drove back down, by this
time people were gone and Amayra was there and I looked and it was nobody inside.
Also we need to do that, we also need to make sure that some people wanted more than
forehead, so people were waiting in line and actually falling down, I said you know we
probably do this in forehead you know (Inaudible 01:25:03) next year we are going to
send it to the creek and I was thinking yeah, and if they fall, I think it's two inches to
drown, if your nose is down. You know how we got to manage that one, because if
people come out wobbly, one thing I was certain they were going to do, they came out
and I am kind of helping keep the people out the door and sending them towards where
the hose is, because people come out, they didn't know what was you know. Some
people were fine, just walk right away out of their line or would just left (Inaudible) gear
them in a right direction, getting them (Inaudible) and they would usually do it. And if
you don't go over there next and then that person would say, okay go on to your room and
shower and they come to dinner. And I remember James and Megan and Josh was there,
and I remember talking to them about, it really wasn't that hot, you know well it's to me,
like they think it's hot and they were talking about looking over the structure and I heard
something about plastic tarps, and I cannot tell you if we had them that year or not. And
I heard something about, well you know that he would go up to this dinner you know hot
air rises,it's like the hottest place and that they would be over people (Inaudible)
Det. Johnson: Okay.
Marilyn Moss: No, that year I did not go in that particular sweat lodge but I do know the
two years that I did go in, I am five foot one-half inch tall and I could stand, I could go in,
I have to go down to go in, but then I could walk round and when I got up to leave, I
could stand straight up going out of, to walk around and come down, it was almost
straight up and what they were saying that this, the dimension had come down, where
you could not stand straight up and even if 5-foot tall.
Det. Johnson: So you are saying is there lower to top of it --?
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Marilyn Moss: Yeah it was lower to the ground. And that's why I said, I remember
James said when hot enough, and talking about, the hot place is going to be at the top,
well that people said once they lay down.
Det. Johnson: Okay. Could you hold on just one second I am sorry.
(On Hold till 01:28:14)
Det. Johnson: Sorry about that.
Marilyn Moss: It's okay.
Det. Johnson: You know when was it that they were standing, was there right as this
sweat lodge, they were standing, they were talking about that?
Marilyn Moss: Yeah, the other person who worked at the event with me was Chris and
Liz, oh one of my good friends, well I can't remember last name at all, her daughter was
inside, and we had talked about like I told you over that James hung out you know, you
know we had both participants, he had left and they had gone, got him around back and it
was just clear he was there for a while so everybody got out, yeah. Since I was
(Inaudible) up and came back and most people were gone, so he hung around it longer
than he had the year before, less in the last time, of course less than Chicago. And that
there were white plastic chairs, the chairs that we were sitting out there that one of them
sat down, on one of those chairs.
Det. Johnson: Okay, alright that year '06, did you have anyone with any health issues?
Marilyn Moss: At one point, you know once I come out, I had sun burn and was in lot of
discomfort you know was crying outside. At one point, James was, who is that crying
and you know they did quiet down where they ask them to please be strong and
inaudible 1.30.13) my sunburn is heated you know my sunburn. He wanted going back
in. The youngest person there was this Harrison, who was a swimmer and he would had
this sitting next to the Chris's daughter. And at one point he kind of (Inaudible) are
shaking, and he started to leave and they got him to move around to a cooler place and he
wanted to stay inside. You know he was fine afterwards and he got on the (inaudible) I
hear that had happened it's like this morning just like as Chris and I was sharing
(inaudible) she was telling me, next morning I am at a point of the finding and they said
he was okay, Harrison, was you know, tiny guy. Okay him and then not only he came
out that wasn't, kind of out it for a while, and just left me she was in Wisconsin and I
cannot remember name, but she her boyfriend is the one who had the sunburn so he was
coming out and was going for the last round, when he came out and he was crying of
taking care of her and I said you need to make sure that you cool down her forehead and
so I pour a little water on it, and I said it's not enough, to pour more and then, James said
get them on their feet and hold them off as if they need to get them up and I am not really
sure what getting them up had to do with it, but that he want to move up and getting her
to water. And that's also when a girl name Makita, last name was Lesley, she came out
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she seemed to be pretty, having a pretty tough time of it. And then later she said, oh I
had been in several sweat lodges, she is from Canada so this is not my first sweat lodge,
Makita, actually I think it's Makeida (inaudible) parents were little different, she is a
black lady from Canada (Inaudible) her last name is Bailey, but I am not sure of that.
There was one lady who didn't go in because she was pregnant, her name is Nicole
Romear. She was also from Canada. Her husband was inside and when he came out he
was doing the throwing up and was pretty sick. You know I mean she want to, you know
taking, because she was taking care of him, I am getting him hosed down, it took a little
while before he was and he was one of the last ones who came out. And his name was
Charles. Who else that year? To my knowledge everybody showed up at dinner because
I kind of checked in, I would have been probably one of the last ones because I was
actually calling some people different places and I was a little (Inaudible) thing, and the
Chris Tucker shower and we shared shower and then I showered, so I was probably the
last who go in and I kind of walked, I worked around and see if you know everybody
seemed okay and wasn't there eating and I believe everybody needed dinner that night.
As far as the conversations afterwards Chris would also, her daughter was there so she
was kind of taking care of her daughter, I think I mean and her daughter was one of the
last ones she was probably down that inside circle, one of probably the last 10 that came
out, because she also would, I remember in memory, she was actually maybe a little bit
closer to James and Megan than I was when I heard them talking.
Det. Johnson: Okay. When you were talking to James earlier events about your e-mail
so forth, was there every time with Daniel himself specifically came up, or was it just
about you know about that you have been?
Marilyn Moss: Actually while I was talking to that once that event and how we as a
group has hung in there for Daniel and people were taking care of each other, that was
actually more about Spiritual Warrior event than anything. And his comments me were
you know never let down face what they need to say. And what you mean, it was hard
knowing (inaudible) I mean I thought I was being tried for making that comparison, to
me the beautiful thing ever was, all of the people that were helping other people, I mean
there were some people who weren't able to stand on their own and other people would
jump in there and help them. And it was almost like he thought they should have just
gone and done around thing with what they could have stand and they were able to stand.
Det. Johnson: Anything else comes to mind.
Marilyn Moss: No.
Det. Johnson: Well you have my contact information so if you think of anything else
later on feel free to call me back?
Marilyn Moss: Okay.
Det. Johnson: And you can do a follow-up interview if necessary from Ray you know I
will share that, you have a lot of information so?
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Marilyn Moss: Well as people if I look back at people who might be able still and get
what I did is the or even to check you know the things I said, would be Chris Rosch who
would then but he worked with there here with me. And I please Gregg Gregorian and
one of his team are part of the group in my age group that didn't been around for while
and they have participants that year. And Greg is wearing and he is logically smart guy
as far as you know in more details, he is there, he and the Tere didn't really, who worked
and is no longer there. I mean she was there that and not with Daniel and I cannot
remember that she was inside and she may have been, if she were at five day, she would
real good as far as you know when coming around and all that, you know like you go
with the details.
Det. Johnson: Alright I will turn to somebody else one. And when I get the transcript
back, coming here our interview and if I miss something I may call you back and do
something as well.
Marilyn Moss: Okay.
Det. Johnson: Alright. Well thank you very much, I really appreciate your time.
Marilyn Moss: And I want you and my interest in all this is that the truth came out, with
me, but I want dear friend of mine and actually worked with in 2007 I was first to work
and the month before I pulled out. And they ask us to work at, and I offered because I
was pulling out a month before the event that if I needed to pay up, pay from his
expenses to get them there I would because I just didn't become and I felt it was always
there and they wouldn't ask me to that but any ways I am going to (inaudible) and there
are many years and to that sweat lodges. And you know the truth I have to come out and
looking back over the way things were done I now see that anytime there was injury,
anytime there was anything that might be less kind of feel, not be the things that you
would want to set you are seating near there the next time, those things were hush-hush
and that's exactly what they are doing now. I mean something happened and all you got
to do is the truth to what happened and whatever needs to be done, is need to be done. I
mean one of the things changes teachers as accountability. And I am going to be
accountable with all of the facts that Ihave and will allow him you know with whatever
happens happened --.
Det. Johnson: You know as I think was the only goal is here to find the truth?
Marilyn Moss: Yeah good.
Det. Johnson: Alright.
Marilyn Moss: And I mean that would be a better day that you know going to the truth
out, yeah.
Det. Johnson: If I think of anything else I will mail on you, all yet, we covered a lot of
issues so I may miss something I will give you a call back in a couple of weeks alright.
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Marilyn Moss: Okay.
Det. Johnson: Thank you very much.
Marilyn Moss: You're welcome.
Det. Johnson: Bye-bye.
Marilyn Moss: Bye-bye.
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